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ABSTRACT 

Residential broadband gateways comprise equipment, router, and Wi-Fi access point, though one by one 

overwhelming only 5-10 Watts of power and important contributors to overall network energy consumption 

because of huge preparation numbers. Wi-Fi traces collected throughout a building with thirty access 

points and twenty 5,000 shopper connections, and worth via simulation the tradeoffs between energy 

savings, session disruptions, and fairness.  

Our system on artifact Wi-Fi access points, take a glance at it throughout a two-storey building emulating 

vi residences, and demonstrate radio energy reduction of over sixty influence little or no impact on user 

experience. 

Considering the spotlight the effectiveness of the approach we have got a bent to demonstrate six WLAN 

network services on prime of Odin moreover as load-balancing, quality management, and sender Detection, 

automatic channel-selection, energy management, and guest policy group action.  

Index Terms—Energy consumption, aggregation, centralized control, Green networking, WLAN, sleep 

modes. 

 

1 Introduction 

The energy consumption and communication 

networks in particular, are receiving increasing 

attention due to its alarming growth rate 
[1]

.  

Any such solution however faces several barriers to 

successful adoption: 

 Heterogeneity amongst households: Unlike a 

centrally managed enterprise WiFi network, a 

solution that controls autonomous home gateways 

for coordinated energy savings has to deal with 

heterogeneity amongst households in WiFi security 

settings, ISP connectivity, IP address ranges, etc. 

Diversity of clients: The solution cannot be specific 

to client platform or operating system, and should 

encompass not just today’s platforms (Windows, 

Linux, OS X, iOS, Android, etc.), but also 

emerging devices (e.g. IP-TVs, healthcare devices, 

smart meters, etc.). This requires that no software 

and/or configuration changes be imposed on 

clients, lest the barrier-to-entry for participation be 

too high. 

User experience: Dynamic aggregation of clients to 

WiFi access points (APs) for energy savings will 

necessitate migration of sessions between APs. The 

solution therefore has to protect user experience 

(e.g. minimize video or voice call dropouts) so as to 

not discourage participation. 

Channel selection, load balancing and wireless 

troubleshooting are crucial for the performance of 

WiFi networks, particularly within dense 

deployments like large enterprises or residential 

networks. Channel selection 
[7,15, and 35]

 involves 

continuously monitoring and then reacting to 

changes in the wireless environment. Load 

balancing 
[9,21]

 typically requires control of clients’ 
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attachment points to the network or the ability to 

hand off clients between WiFi access points. 

Lastly, there is a need for the ability to measure, 

detect, and localize interferers. 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In 

section 1 we explain the introduction part about 

smart grids and we provide an outlook on the 

transition from existing power systems to future 

smart grids. We also describe the related work in 

section 2 and system architecture in section 3.  In 

section 4 we describe the distributed energy 

resources and Odin System in section 5, 

optimization and algorithm in section 6 and system 

evaluation in section 7.  Finally, in section 8 we 

conclude our survey by summarizing lessons 

learned. 

 

2 Related work and Motivation 

We currently give a quick summary of recent add 

the context of reducing energy consumption of 

access networks, centralized management and AP-

level coordination of local area network networks. 

Wireline access networks: Bianco et al. 
[21]

 gift 

trends from a Telco-perspective (Telecom Italia) 

and discuss the importance of minimizing energy 

consumption for sanctioning property next 

generation FTTx access networks. Greening DSL 

networks has additionally received widespread 

attention – Tsiaflakis et al. 
[22]

 and Guenach et al. 
[23]

 get back the dynamic spectrum management 

downside in DSL systems and create it power-

aware  by incorporating constraints for limiting the 

transmit power. 

Their results indicate that there exists an exchange 

between power savings and knowledge rates. the 

matter of (re)designing DSL networks to reduce 

power consumption is studied by Bhaumik et al. 
[24]

 

WHO show that the energy potency of access 

networks are often improved by substitution 

massive monolithic DSLAMs with small DSLAM 

units nearer to the client. 

Mobile devices: supported the observation that 

local area network radios in smart phones consume 

important quantity of power once active, Rozner et 

al. 
[25]

 propose NAP man, a system to reduce local 

area network energy consumption in mobile 

devices. Though PSM (Power Save Mode) is an 

element of the local area network commonplace, 

the authors note that competitor background traffic 

will adversely impact energy consumption.  

Virtual APs: Virtualization of APs has been 

studied in numerous contexts. 
[5]

 Uses a one-

BSSID-per-client approach to supply seamless 

quality. SplitAP 
[10]

 pools together multiple APs so 

as to control air-time fairness. On the opposite 

hand, we tend to demonstrate multiple use cases for 

the LVAP abstraction furthermore as its utility as 

associate degree API for building associate degree 

SDN for local area network networks. 

 

3. System design 

A central goal of our resolution is to reduce the 

burden on users to participate within the energy 

savings theme. To the current finish, we have a 

tendency to argue for a “set-and-forget” approach 

whereby users elect the greening service (say by 

ticking a box throughout sign language up, 

abundant constant manner utility firms couple 

today), turn in (some) management of their AP to 

the inexperienced network operator, put together 

one new SSID on their consumer devices 

(explained below), and so use their devices as 

traditional. By not requiring users to put in (and 

maintain) special software package on their 

devices, our theme is basically clear to users, 

encompasses all current and future generation of 

consumer local area network devices, and lowers 

management, maintenance and support prices for 

the operator. 

The SSID differentiates one WLAN from another, 

therefore all access points and every one device 

trying to attach to a particular WLAN should use 

constant SSID to alter effective roaming. As a part 

of the association method, a wireless network 

interface card (NIC) should have constant SSID 

because the access purpose or it will not be 

permissible to affix the BSS. 
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3.1) Consumer monitoring:  

The AP has the potential to watch consumer 

activity (traffic flows and their rates) and report 

these back to the central controller. This info is 

employed by the operator to form the energy 

savings choices. Our implementation runs AN open 

supply information processing traffic work tool 

known as R Flow (an various to the business 

customary Net Flow application 
[10]

) at the APs to 

gather this info. Further, the AP additionally 

collects info (by snooping on all channels) 

concerning shoppers that square measure among 

vary however connected to alternative APs. This 

info is employed by the operator to deduce possible 

alternate ways for every consumer if migration is 

critical. we have a tendency to changed and put in 

the Wiviz module 
[11]

 on our APs to attain this 

practicality. 

 

  

Figure 3.1 consumers watching by local area network 

 

Figure 3.1 shows the OptiView® XG Network 

Analysis pill is that the initial network watching 

pill specifically designed for the network engineer. 

This network analyser and watching tool automates 

root-cause analysis of wired and wireless network 

and application issues permitting the user to pay 

less time on troubleshooting and longer on 

alternative initiatives. This network analyzer and 

watching tool is meant to support the readying and 

troubleshooting of latest technologies, as well as 

unified communications, virtualization, wireless 

and ten Gbps local area network. The result is that 

new initiatives rise up and running quicker and 

networks keep productive even in recently of 

smaller groups. 

Opti View XG Network Analysis pill combines 

multiple functions and technologies thus engineers 

square measure prepared for all the world, from the 

access layer to the information center, and may be 

left in situ for proactive watching, or taken 

anyplace for analysis of the matter area: 

 

Network Analysis 

Wireless Analysis: 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac local area 

network + Spectrum analyser 

Traffic and Packet Analysis: 1Gig – 10Gig Wired 

(full line-rate) 

Network Performance Testing 

End User latency Analysis (via TruView v9) 

 

3.2) Radio management:  

The operator turns the radio within the home entree 

on/off remotely (over the WAN) to avoid wasting 

energy. Remote management is often accessible on 

today’s gateways. within the future, we have a 

tendency to hope that gateways can have sleep-on-

idle (SoI) and remote wake-up capability, which 

can enable the whole entree (and not simply the 
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radio) to be place to sleep and woken up to alter 

larger energy savings. 

The central controller runs the energy savings 

algorithmic rule sporadically (every two minutes in 

our prototype) to work out the set of APs that 

require to air, and therefore the consumer 

associations. The algorithmic rule takes as input the 

set of consumer connections and their information 

rates (obtained from RFlow on the APs), the 

alternate ways accessible to shoppers (available 

from WiViz on the APs), together with running 

estimates of prices borne by the APs (for fairness). 

 

Figure 3.2 Radio management employed in WAN 

 

Figure 3.2 shows the Mobile Intelligent Routing 

Framework (MIRF) may be a full-stack code 

framework that simplifies the secret writing of 

multiple WAN routing applications for wireless 

computers, rushing up application development 

processes and considerably shortening custom 

development times. 

Supports Heterogeneous WAN Handoffs: 

As AN open-platform tool for managing multiple 

WANs, MIRF can build it simple for system 

designers to supply passengers with seamless 

wireless services even once a train travels through 

heterogeneous networks spanning wide regional 

areas. Once moving from one wireless region to 

different, departing routers should mechanically 

reconnect to networks composed of a range of 

technologies and standards that embody Wi-Fi, 

UMTS, HSPA, WiMax, and LTE. By supporting of 

these WAN technologies, MIRF helps guarantee 

prime quality, stable and reliable wireless property. 

 • By time: Specify a schedule for most well-liked 

WAN services 

• By location: Specify a most well-liked WAN 

service in keeping with geographic coordinates. 

• By conveyance speed: Roaming strategies could 

also be triggered by speed thresholds (e.g., cellular 

module service is activated once a train\'s speed 

exceeds thirty km/h) 

 • An Open, Full Stack MVC field Pattern 

• able to run with product code and part templates  

• simply leverage open supply code packages  

• simply bundle client applications  

• extremely elastic for various functions - 

Applications - Visual parts 

 

4. Style principles and structure of ancient 

electricity grids 

4.1. Distributed Energy Resources (DER) 

In existing power systems it is changing into a lot 

of common a more distributed generation of 

electricity. This trend is speedily gaining 

momentum as weight unit technologies improve, 

and utilities envision that a salient feature of good 
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grids can be the huge readying of suburbanized 

power storage and generation systems, conjointly 

known as distributed energy resources or DERs.  

Distributed energy storage is well known as a key 

enabler of good grids for its role in complementing 

renewable generation by smoothing out power 

fluctuations.  As an example, surplus energy is 

keep throughout conditions of low demand and 

equipped back during times of significant load. 

However, a way to coordinate various DER 

technologies that have totally different capabilities 

and characteristics (e.g., energy capability and time 

response functions), is not well understood 

nevertheless. 

4.2. Good grid applications 

The good grid vision entails innovative services 

and applications additionally to technological 

transformations. Within the following we tend to 

summarize the salient options of 3 major good grid 

applications. This is often helpful to spot the key 

necessities for good grid communication systems. 

a. Wide-area situational awareness (WASA) 

One of the foremost necessary applications that 

sensible grids ought to support is period wide-area 

situational awareness (WASA), that is outlined 

because the ability to make a high-resolution 

description of the present state of the facility grid 

over a large space. Then, this info may be analyzed, 

as an example to predict the evolution of the 

facility grid state below completely different 

operational conditions and energy management 

methods 
[26]

. Intuitively, WASA applications have 

faith in a pervasive watching infrastructure to 

gather period information from wide spread 

sensors.  

b. Virtual power station (VPP) 

It is expected that the proliferation of weight unit 

technologies in sensible grids may lead to a 

replacement paradigm for power generation, known 

as virtual power station (VPP). Additional 

specifically, a VPP consists of an oversized cluster 

of distributed power generators co-located with one 

another during a single website, that area unit put 

together managed and controlled. A VPP produces 

a complete capability like the one among a 

traditional power station. On the opposite hand, a 

VPP seems to the electricity markets and also the 

grid system operators as a variable-size power 

station making certain additional flexibility than 

typical power plants.  

4.3. Sensible grid standardization efforts 

There is a general agreement that standardization is 

one among the key problems within the style of 

sensible grids 
[25,5]

. However, a wise grid could be 

an advanced system that needs completely different 

layers of ability. As an example, standards for 

sensible meters, sensible devices and charging 

interfaces with electrical vehicles area unit essential 

to facilitate penetration of recent sensible grid 

merchandise and services, additionally as seamless 

ability between them. Similarly, all sensible grid 

applications illustrated in previous sections need 

exchanges of data, that ability standards area unit 

required. Finally, a wise grid consists of the many 

completely different domains and actors (i.e., 

generation, transmission, distribution). 

 

5. The Odin System 

In this section, we tend to describe the parts of 

Odin and also the lightweight Virtual Access 

purpose (LVAP) abstraction. 

5.1 Odin System parts 

 

Figure 5.1: High-level style of the Odin design. 

 

Figure 5.1 illustrates the elements of the projected 

style and their interactions. In line with the SDN 

thought, the look decouples the management from 

the info plane. This can be done by having a 
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logically centralized controller that leverages Open 

Flow for the wired network, and a separate 

management plane protocol for the wireless half. 

We have a tendency to select to own separate 

protocols for programming the wired and wireless 

elements. This can be as a result of in its current 

state, Open Flow doesn’t extend well into the realm 

of the IEEE 802.11 MAC, as its scope is restricted 

to programming flow table rules on Ethernet- 

primarily based switches. as an example, it cannot 

perform matching on wireless frames, cannot 

accommodate measurements of the wireless 

medium, report per-frame receiver aspect statistics, 

or be used for setting per-frame or -flow 

transmission settings for the WLAN data path. We 

have a tendency to currently describe the individual 

elements in Odin: 

Odin controller: The controller allows network 

applications to programmatically orchestrate the 

underlying physical network. It exposes a 

collection of interfaces to the applications (the 

northward API) and so interprets these calls into a 

collection of commands on the network devices 

(the south API). The controller additionally 

maintains a read of the network as well as 

purchasers, APs, and Open-Flow switches, that the 

Odin applications will then management. 

Odin agents: Time crucial aspects of the WLAN 

mack protocol (such as IEEE 802.11 acknowledg-

ments) still be performed by the WLAN NIC’s 

hardware. On the opposite hand, non time-critical 

practicality as well as management of shopper 

associations is enforced in package on the 

controller and also the agents. This realizes a 

distributed WLAN split-MAC design. Additionally, 

they perform matching on incoming frames to 

support a publish-subscribe system whereby 

network applications will take per-frame events. 

Applications: For wireless network applications to 

require effective management selections, they have 

access to statistics not solely at a per- frame 

coarseness, however additionally measurements of 

the medium itself (for instance, to infer interference 

from non-WiFi devices operative within the same 

spectrum).  

This includes (i) measurements collected by the 

agents, (ii) Open Flow statistics and (iii) 

measurements collected by external tools (e.g. 

snmpd). Odin applications will program the 

network through the northward API offered by the 

controller. 

5.2 lightweight Virtual Access Points 

The Light Virtual Access purpose (LVAP) is that 

the abstraction in our system that permits North 

American country to deal with the particular needs 

of WLAN networks, while leaving unified 

management of the wired and wireless parts of the 

network. The LVAP may be a per-client AP that 

simplifies the handling of shopper associations, 

authentication, handovers, and unified slicing of 

each the wired and wireless parts of the network. It 

allows a port-per-source read of WiFi networks 

love that of wired networks.  

LVAPs as per-client APs 

In regular IEEE 802.11 networks, purchasers got to 

go along with a physical AP before causing 

information frames. The association method begins 

with the invention part, wherever a shopper either 

actively scans for APs by generating probe 

requests, or passively learns concerning APs 

through beacon frames generated by the latter.  

As a result, a physical AP hosts a singular LVAP 

for every connected shopper. Each LVAP 

sporadically unicasts beacon frames to its 

corresponding shopper. This ensures that a shopper 

near processes a beacon frame from another client’s 

LVAP. The overhead of per-client beacon 

generation is reduced by increasing the beacon 

interval, by setting the NO_ACK bit on the beacon 

frame, and conjointly investment higher data-rates 

owing to the unicast transmission. Note beacons are 

usually broadcasted however are just like probe 

response frames that are unicasted. 
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Figure 5.2: Processing path for WiFi frames: 

Agents invoke a controller for handling 

management frames. 

 

Figure 5.2 shows the state corresponding to the 

client’s LVAP is migrated to and instantiated at 

another Odin agent fast enough, the client does not 

attempt to re-scan (since from the client’s point of 

view, its AP is still available). Thus, by migrating a 

client’s LVAP between physical APs, the 

infrastructure can now control the client’s 

attachment point to the network, without triggering 

a re -association at the client. In addition, it brings a 

port-per-source view of WiFi networks akin to that 

of wired networks, which simplifies fine-grained 

policy enforcement. 

Client experiences significant signal strength 

reduction as a result of an LVAP being migrated to 

a distant AP, the client will perform a regular re-

scan. While the notion of per-client BSSIDs is 

employed commercially to handle mobility [5], the 

concept of an LVAP is new. The LVAP as a 

programming abstraction solves problems that 

extend beyond mobility management, as we will 

demonstrate in this paper.   

 

Figure 5.3: A cellular network supercharged by good grids. 

 

Figure 5.3 shows an extra advantage of tiny cell 

preparation is that the risk to use renewable sources 

of energy to totally or partly change operations of 

low power nodes. During this regard, Han dynasty 

and Ansari have planned a network management 

algorithmic rule that aims to satisfy user request by 

increasing the usage of inexperienced energy [84]. 

The matter of adapting the pilot channel to vary the 

cell coverage and to determinate user-AP 

association is modeled and showed to be as NP-

hard. Hence, a heuristic algorithmic rule is planned 

to unravel it with restricted overhead and quality. 

The success during this analysis topic has been the 

combination of good grids in COMP-based mobile 

networks. During this situation, Bu et al. have 

investigated the mechanisms to cut back prices at 

MNOs whereas optimizing the selection of the 

energy sources to power the cellular network (see 

Figure five.3). 
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6. Optimization and algorithmic rule  

We currently discuss our algorithmic rule for 

energy savings. We have a tendency to 1st develop 

AN optimization framework, prove its NP 

hardness, then develop a heuristic algorithmic rule 

with noted bounds. We have a tendency to 

conclude with a short discussion on the choice of 

fairness weights within the algorithmic rule. 

Optimization Framework 

Our framework determines the minimum set of APs 

that ar required to supply net property to a 

collection of (residential) end-user purchasers. The 

APs ar numbered one to N, and every AP has 

broadband (i.e. WAN) transfer information 

measure capability Cj Mbps for j = one, . . . ,N. 

Let U = f1, 2, 3, . . . , nanogram denote the set of 

purchasers, and every shopper has information 

measure demand (measured over a precise interval) 

of bismuth Mbps. Denote by eij the indicator 

variable that\'s one if and providing shopper i will 

connect with AP j on any frequency channel with a 

given minimum signal strength (chosen in order 

that the affiliation is at an appropriate rate, as 

mentioned in x5). 

Denote by Wj the burden related to AP j (as in brief 

delineate on top of, these weights ar wont to 

management fairness in energy consumption and 

information measure prices across the APs). Our 

optimisation framework takes as input the bi’s, Cj 

’s, eij ’s and Wj ’s as outlined on top of, and 

computes 8i, j: xij that is one if shopper i is 

connected to AP j, and zero otherwise. We have a 

tendency to conjointly denote by Xj the binary 

variable indicating if AP j is on or off. The target 

performs of our optimisation is to reduce the 

weighted power P: 

The algorithmic rule is formally delineated next. 

Algorithm one verify the set of active APs 

Inputs: Set of purchasers U, visible shopper set Sj 

and 

Weight Wj for every AP j 

Output: Set I of APs that ought to move 

Temporary variables: X, I 

1: X   U, I   ϕ 

2: Repeat till X = ϕ 

3: decide AP j with smallest jX \\ Sj j/Wj 

4: I   I [ fjg, X   X n Sj 

5: Output I 

The algorithmic rule on top of takes as input the set 

of purchasers U, and for every AP j, its coverage of 

purchasers Sj and weight Wj. Internal variable X 

keeps track of the set of purchasers that ar 

uncovered, and is initialized to the whole set of 

purchasers U in step one. Variable I stores the 

chosen APs, and is initialized to the set in step one. 

The algorithmic rule operates in a very loop until 

all purchasers ar lined, i.e. X = ϕ (step 2). In every 

iteration, the AP j that has the utmost quantitative 

relation of unconnected purchasers (jX \\ Sj j) to 

weight (Wj) is chosen (step 3). This AP is another 

to the set I of elect APs and also the purchasers Sj it 

covers ar off from X (step 4). The set of active APs 

I is output in step five. 

 

7. System analyses 

We prototyped our system on goods hardware and 

deployed an experimental test-bed in a very 2-

storeyed building representative of vi residences in 

a very multi-dwelling complex. The hardware/ 

software configurations, test-bed setup and 

performance results are delineate next. 

 

7.1 Hardware and package Configurations 

Access Points: we tend to measured the facility 

consumption of many widespread residential APs, 

and located that the radio accounted for between 

20-40% of their overall power consumption (note 

that our current epitome turns solely the AP radios 

on/off, future hardware that supports wake-on-

WAN capability will permit the whole AP to be 

place to sleep and woken up remotely). For our 

test-bed we tend to used the TP-LINK WR1043ND 
[12]

 AP, that consumes four.5Wwith the radio on 

(this was mostly invariant to traffic load) and a 

couple of.8 W with the radio off – the radio so 

accounts for nearly four-hundredth of its energy. 

We tend to put in the DD-WRT Linux-based open 
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supply microcode 
[9]

 thereon and enabled 

information assortment capability with RFlow.  

 

Database: we tend to design every AP to export 

NetFlow records of wireless purchasers to foreign 

information at one minute intervals, thereby work 

all information processing traffic flows for these 

purchasers passing through all the APs. These 

records embody info like timestamps, supply and 

destination information processing address, 

information processing protocol, supply port, and 

amount of data in every flow, etc. The APs 

additionally send updates to the controller 

indicating the identities of APs and purchasers at 

intervals radio vary.  

We tend to store all this info in a very MySQL 

information at the controller and use it as input to 

the algorithmic rule.  

 

Controller: The controller practicality was 

programmed in Java, running on a FreeBSD 

machine. At a pair of minute intervals, the 

controller checks the flow records for each shopper 

to see people who ar Idle (i.e. have traffic rate 

below the Idle threshold), and thence appropriate 

for migration. It additionally checks the records for 

every AP to see the purchasers that may be lined by 

that AP, furthermore as traffic and power 

consumption of every AP for fairness calculations.  

 

7.2 Experimental Setup 

 

Fig. 7.2 Experimental setup: (a) Two-level 12m x 18m building emulating six residential flats,  

(b) Schematic (top view) of the building. 

Test site: we have a tendency to deployed our 

experimental test-bed in a very two-level 12m x 

18m shed (pictured in Fig. 7.2(a)) that permits 

emulation of six residential flats with four units 

within the lower floor and 2 within the higher 

(schematic shown in Fig. 7.2(b). Every living 

accommodation is outfitted with one AP. The APs 

draw power from a standard supply and that we 

used an influence meter to live the mixture power 

consumption of all APs. The ability is logged each 

second, and exported to a laptop for later analysis. 

The central controller runs off-site. 

AP and consumer setup: As mentioned in x2, APs 

and consumer devices square measure designed 

with 2 SSIDs. Further, every AP has associate 

degree local area network (i.e. WAN) broadband 

link and runs its own DHCP server. Our example 

permits the APs to control on capricious channels, 

since the Wiviz module is ready to scan for 

shoppers on all frequency bands. Our 

implementation doesn’t presently take into account 

the speed at that a consumer connects to associate 

degree AP. It has been found the information 

consumer with a weak signal strength connecting to 

associate degree AP will scale back the speed for 
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all different shoppers connected to it AP, leading to 

a rate anomaly 
[13],[14]

. Although our 

implementation doesn’t presently handle the speed 

anomaly, the centralized nature of our formula 

permits this to be comparatively simply incorpora-

ted as a constraint within the improvement, by 

limiting property to shoppers that have a 

sufficiently high signal strength (obtained from 

WiViz information). Lastly, our formula are often 

any refined to incorporate frequency designing and 

dynamic adaptation of AP radio radiation strength; 

but these enhancements square measure left for 

future work. 

Client migrations: The controller sporadically 

executes the formula to make your mind up that AP 

radios ought to be turned on/off. It will migrate 

shoppers from one AP to another once turning 

associate degree AP off, or for fairness in load 

across APs. In our network, consumer migrations 

square measure achieved by black-listing the 

client’s mack addresses at its current AP and white-

listing it at the AP we would like it to attach to. 

This can be solely in serious trouble the guest SSID 

and does not hinder the addition of recent shoppers 

to their home SSID.  

Once a consumer migrates between 2 separate 

SSIDs, like from home to guest or the other way 

around, the consumer TCP/IP stack mechanically 

obtains a brand new IP address by causation a 

DHCP unharnessed followed by a DHCP 

DISCOVER. once migrating a consumer between 

APs on identical (guest) SSID, we have a tendency 

to found that the (Windows) consumer 

{attempts|makes associate degree attempt|tries} to 

stay its IP address (as usually happens in an 

enterprise WLAN network) by initial causation a 

broadcast DHCP REQUEST; only if this times out 

once five makes an attempt will the consumer send 

a DHCP DISCOVER to get a brand new IP address 

from the old AP. 

User Traffic: we have a tendency to wrote scripts 

for every consumer to come up with traffic 

representative of 2 forms of users – (a) significant 

users (who consume over eighty GB of information 

per month) 
[15]

, and (b) typical users (who consume 

on the average concerning five GB of information 

per month) 
[16], [17]

. In each cases, we have a 

tendency to model the user as being in one amongst 

four states: in Browsing mode, the user downloads 

many sites on a browser (at a median bit-rate of 

478 Kbps); in Video mode, the users play videos 

from YouTube (average bit-rate one.528 Mbps); in 

Skype mode, the user initiates a Skype voice 

session with a random consumer in our network 

(average bit-rate sixty four Kbps); and eventually in 

Idle mode. 

For the situation akin to significant users, the day is 

split into four epochs – within the morning (6 AM 

to nine AM) there is moderate traffic from a 

consumer because the user browses and places 

some voice calls; throughout the day (9 AM half 

dozen|to six} PM) usage is comparatively low; 

between 6 PM and twelve AM is peak time once 

users actively interact in voice, video, and 

browsing; and eventually at nighttime (12 AM to 

six AM) net use is extremely low (maintaining 

presence).  

In the case of a typical user setting, we have a 

tendency to divide the day into 2 epochs – between 

eight AM and a pair of AM users square measure 

either active (i.e. participating in voice, video and 

browsing sessions), or inactive (i.e. within the idle 

state), and between two AM and eight AM users 

square measure forever idle and thus net activity is 

extremely low (only maintaining presence). 

We selected the state transition chances (for each 

forms of users) to get the common fraction of your 

time spent in every state throughout anytime epoch 

as per Table one and a pair of. 

 

Table  1 proportion of your time spent during a 

state by serious users 
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Table 2 proportion of your time spent during a 

state by typical users 

 

Metrics: we tend to ran the experiment over six 

hours (of real time), emulating a twenty four hour 

cycle. The central controller runs our algorithmic 

rule each two minutes and consequently migrates 

shoppers and turns APs on/off. supported results 

from our simulation study on top of, we tend to 

tried many migration thresholds θ within the vary 

10-20 Kbps – therefore any host with a knowledge 

rate on top of this threshold is deemed “active” and 

not migrated, whereas shoppers with rate below 

this threshold square measure “inactive” and 

eligible to be migrated to the guest SSID. We tend 

to live the facility consumption (using the facility 

meter) each second throughout the experiment, and 

additionally the traffic flow at every AP (i.e. from 

the AP to every of the clients). For social control of 

fairness, the controller tracks the guest value per 

AP, that contains the energy value incurred by AN 

AP for supporting guest shoppers, and information 

prices incurred by the AP for downloads by guest 

shoppers. we tend to assume a knowledge value of 

$1 per GB (for ADSL [18]) and an influence value 

of $0.23 per kWh. The controller makes an attempt 

to enforce fairness in guest value incurred by the 

varied APs (households) by manipulating the AP 

weights within the algorithmic rule as delineate 

earlier. 

7.3 Experimental Results 

We ran our algorithmic rule over many days. Every 

run lasted six hours, with the approach pattern 

emulating a 24-hour cycle as delineate on top of. 

We tend to quantify the performance of our 

example system in terms of power savings and 

disruptions (x5.3.1), yet as fairness (x5.3.2). 

 

 

 

a. Power Savings and Disruptions 

 

Fig. 7.3. Average combination power consumption 

of the APs for serious users (top) and typical users 

(bottom). 

 

Fig. 7.3 depicts the common combination power 

consumption of all the APs (in a selected 

experimental run spanning 6-hours, emulating a 24-

hour cycle) measured mistreatment the ability 

meter. While not our power-saving algorithmic 

program, the six APs along (in the highest plot 

admire serious users) with consumption shown 

here.  

In contrast, our algorithmic program dynamically 

aggregates purchasers to a reduced set of APs, and 

therefore the average combination power 

consumption is reduced to twenty two.9 W. This 

can be a saving of concerning zero.97 W per AP, or 

concerning fifty seven of the ability needed by the 

AP radio, that is substantial. The ability savings 

become a lot of vital once considering typical usage 

patterns (the bottom plot). 

 

Table 3 –Effect on user’s expertise 

 

Table 3 shows the Effect on user expertise – 

significant and typical users the energy savings 

return at the value of disruptions to user sessions 

arising from migrations, as delineate in Table three. 

We discover that within the case of significant 
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users (column two) over twenty second of Skype 

calls expertise a dropout. Though the disruption is 

temporary and also the user will redial, it will cause 

some annoyance. 

We investigated why this was happening and 

located the following: Skype chooses from an 

outsized variety of codec’s and might have an 

extremely variable bit-rate, starting from eleven to 

230 Kbps 
[19]

. Consequently, there is nobody bit-

rate threshold at that the controller will faithfully 

find Associate in Nursing “active” VoIP decision, 

and thence will incorrectly believe the shopper to 

be idle even once it is on the decision; this results 

in migrations throughout an energetic call, leading 

to dropouts.  

b. Wireless access networks: Jardosh et al. 
[8]

 and 

urban center 
[4]

 et al. demonstrate greening 

enterprise and residential LAN networks severally. 

but as argued in x1, the previous does not apply to 

the residential setting as a result of it doesn’t 

address no uniformity and fairness problems, 

whereas the latter uses a distributed approach and 

places the encumbrance on end-users, that is 

basically totally different from our technique that is 

centralized Associate in Nursing controlled by an 

operator. 

 

8 Conclusions 

Residential broadband access gateways square 

measure a big contributor to overall network energy 

consumption as a result of their widespread 

preparation. throughout this paper, we tend to tend 

to planned, evaluated and prototyped an issue for 

aggregating users on to a fewer set of LAN access 

points to chop back energy consumption. We tend 

to tend to create the following contributions:  

(1) we tend to tend to developed a centralized style 

that works across heterogeneous ISPs and shoppers, 

and permits for fairness in energy savings, (2) we 

tend to tend to developed (optimal and heuristic) 

algorithms, and to boot studied the exchange 

between energy savings and session disruptions 

exploitation field LAN traces (comprising of thirty 

APs and twenty 5000connections), associate 

degrees (3) we tend to tend to prototyped our 

algorithmic program in associate experimental test-

bed consisting of cardinal APs and real 

applications, and showed energy reductions of over 

60 minutes with restricted impact on user 

experience. Our theme is centralized shot the 

encumbrance on the operator rather than the user, 

thereby significantly reducing the barrier-to 

adoption for wide-scale preparation. 

Norse deity runs on high of today’s object access 

purpose hardware whereas not requiring shopper 

modifications, whereas being well-suited advisedly 

to need advantage of approaching trends in physical 

layer virtualization and hardware extensions.  
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